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Abollllt 1bis Isslllc
This issue contains a mixture of items; a sort of clear the decks or files
or emotional lockers so to speak. This is my last issue as editor of
American Morris Newsletter. Contained berein are some follow up
comments regarding the choreography of dances that appeared in the spring
issue. Shag GraeLZ writes about recent adventures of the Pinewoods Morris
Men and a reprint of an article by Rhett Krause whicb first appeared in
Country Dance and Song (June 1992). I bave attempted to put together a
brief account of AMN's life in Minnesota over the last 13 years to belp
bring closure to a part of my life.
As most of you are perhaps still reading the weighty material mailed to
you in the spring (It was rather late in arriving in your mailboxes!) I have
intentionally left this summer issue for after my July vacation. Enjoy the
rest of your summer. Enjoy the reading. Thank you! -- J .C.B.

About The Co-.u
For the last seven years it bas been a tradition to invite a Morris
artistJdancer to design the cover of the summer issue. For this issue I am
personally pleased to to have talked "Moon In Mortensfield" creator Kelly
Loftus into returning once more to display her talent Kelly is a preparer at
the Museum afFine Arts in Houston, TX wbere she handles the museum's
works on paper. Sbe plays fiddle for the Men of Houston. Her accent
inherited from her father and travels as a child belie the fact that she is a
native of Baltimore, MD, remaining to this day an avid Orioles fan.
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A Short Note From Sally &: Louise
~~~ W¥@~fu@~~

We are looking forward to this new adventure in our lives - getting to
better know Monis teams the world round, and continuing this fine vehicle
for people interested in English ritual-dance traditions. We want to thank
Jim Brickwedde, Kay Lara Schoenwetter, Steve Parker, Lynn Dennis, and
Laurie Levin for their vision and hard work over the last twelve years.
The newsletter will remain in the same fonnat for now, with articles on
current events and history relevant to English ritual-dance traditions in North
America. Team News and Announcements will still be an important
component of each edition. We will continue working with the regional
editors and artists who have already contributed SO much to this publication.
We feel strongly that this is a community publication and cannot
succeed withont contributions from you, our faithful readers. Let us hear
from you. Are there topics you would like discussed or researched? Are there
behaviors in the community that fascinate or distress you that need to be
duly noted? Some suggestions we've received so far include: Ask Moms
Manners; Monis-related word games; The kit Column; issues devoted to ale
organization, recruiting the next generation, health tips for aging dancers,
singular or multiple musicians; and an Ale Calendar.
We are available by contacting:
Sally Lackman
703/671·8514
Louise can be reached at
3011270-4328.

Fiddlebead Fall Festival
Among the many traditional dance and song activities of this weekend in
Asheville, North Carolina, Karl and Eric Smith will be leading worksbops
in English clog. The festival will be September 17-19, 1993. For further
ticket information and directions, etc. contact FIDDLEHEAD, P. O. Box
1978, Asheville, NC 28802-1978 of call 704/253-3917.

Englisb Ritual Dance Weekend
Nortbwest Processional Morris & Garland Dance
February 25-27, 1994
Karl and Eric Smith will again be in North Carolina. this time in
Brasstown leading a weekend in Northwest and in Garland dances from the
Lancashire plain. The course is limited to 40 dancers. Tuition is $60.
Room and board $66 (dorm), $75 per person (double room with shared
bath), $85 per person (double room with private bath). A deposit of $30 is
required. Call Bob Dalsemer at 1- 800-365-5724 or write John C. Campbell
Folk School , Rl. 1, Box 14-A, Brasstown, NC 28902 for further
information.

Letters 1'0 Thc E4iaor
AIIlIIIlOIIBa:lc:emclDts

Wednesday, June 2, 1993
Attention CANADIAN Dancers
Capital Findings in Toronto bas begun importing English Moms
bells (thanks to lobbying efforts by Green Fiddle Moms), This will allow
Canadian sides to buy bells from a Canadian supplier without baving to
worry about exchanging currency, paying Customs duties, etc. For price
listings contact:
Capital Findings & Leather
580 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario MSV 1M3
Phone or Fax 416/363-8563

DearAMN,
It was good to see the several articles depicting various experiences with
the business of dance invention, and entertaining to realize that., despite great
diversity of circumstances and so forth, all seemed to bear more or less the
same message: effective dances are "simple' and strong." At least that's my
reading .......
But two clarifications and an apology are necessary with regard to my
own article: first, on pp. 16-17, the text leaps into boldface from time to
time. If this seemed incomprehensible to the reader, be assured that it indeed
bears no meaning, being a simple formatting glitch introduced somewhere
along the way to the presses. Second, the table incorporates a puzzlement in
the shape of «A music <En and "Chorus 0" up in the top left comer. This is
an artefact of my having used a (math) font which was not resident in the
editor's system. What it should bave said was "A music [arrow right]" (i.e.
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Common Figures, Hey and Rounds across the top) and "Chorus [arrow
down)" (Le. Hey, Rounds, Comers, Through down the side).
The apology is perhaps more imeresting. Last weekend at the MarlbOro
Ale, I was upbraided cheerfuUy by Andy Herzbnm for my remarks in
fooblate #8 about Marlboro Women's no longer perfonning their dance to
the rune of Local Hero, and interpreting this as support for my idea that,
sioce the rune was obviously galmnphing, it required a "buffoon treatment"
WeU. it lUmS out !.bat MM&S most definately 00 still perform their dance,
and to prove the point, they displayed it on our tour together. But it seems
that Jan Elliott was correct about my having bent the tune from Selma
Kaplan's original Now, this may seem like special pleading, but it seemed
to me that the original tnne (at least that played last weekend), played on
pipe and tabor, didn't really have the quality I sought to identify with
buffoonery: their rune was more complex in places than mine, with several
accidentals (things which often get lost somewhere in my button box), but
the most striking difference was the quality of sound generated by the
instruments in question. So perhaps here is yet another thing to be taken
into consideration in fitting dances to tunes. Or maybe I'm just dreaming.

Cheers!
Paul Handford

DearAMN,
I am, andbave been for some time now, the foreman of Midnight
Capers. The reason for this is mostly that I have the gift of learning any
dance immediately and a total recall ,any time thereafter. Because ofmis
ability and the fact that over the years I have written many of our dances, I
have been gravitated toward teaching the dances. lbe squire of the team,
Larry Becker, is also a major creative force on the team. About seven years
ago Larry created for the team (somewhat on a dare) a totally new
"tradition". Many East Coast teams have seen Midnight Capers dance
Kingsbury Branch and it seems to be very well received. Needless to say the
team loves it, frankly it dances very smoothly and one can dance it very well
withoutlbe physical effort involved (by which I mean sheer force of muscle)
that so many traditions demand. This is awfully handy for our aging
membership. It is our primary tradition though we usually dance one other
tradition as well. I cannot fathom how Larry was able 10 create a tradition
from scratch that is so wonderful to dance. He brought it to us with the
stepping and figures complete. We loved all of it immediately and to my
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memory have not changed anything at all. I added the hook and the various
capers, Janet Van Fleet had the idea for the form of the hey. And a tradition
was born.
As for the writing of dances, I was most interested to see what people
had to say about how they came up with their ideas. I myself have used a
variety of methods. I have occasionally wriLLen to a particular tune by
request but mostly I find myself intent on creating a certain patterning 10 the
dance. After the dance is written I assign (often with input from the team)
the music 10 which it will be danced. Although I have written mostly for
Kingsbury Branch I have also written for Fieldtown, Sherborne and now
Odctington. To write in our own tradition still demands !.hat particular
attention to the rules that writing for any tradition would demand. My
enjoyment in writing morris dances stems from creating from wi!.hin the
confines of the normal parameters.
My only parameters are to stay totally in the Cotswold Morris format I
use only the normal stepping and the prerequisite amount of "B" music,
though I have been known to use music that normally uses slows
throughout The only other rule that I adhere to is that after the distinctive
figure every one is back in the place from which they began. It is apparent
to me that the dances that succeed with Midnight Capers, by which I mean
that we consistently dance them and that they please the crowds during
performance, are the dances that have both an elegant pattern and a
consistent flow in the dancing. I have reason to understand that as soon as
the flow becomes coru;tricted, the dance does nOl work and will not be
danced. As for how to create these effects, I cannot really advise as I don't
know how. I will say that I sometimes but rareJy need to work out details of
the dance with the team. We are involved in that process now with an
Oddington dance that I wanted to lengthen but usuaJly the dances are
complete and do not need to be refined when I present them.
I would comment that I have also used patterns from dances that I have
seen other teams do. Most notably, I wrote the dance that we do as "Go and
Enlist" based on the form of the dance that I saw Ring 0' Bells perform that
I believe they know as "Buns in the Oven". I loved the pattern and lOOk it
up, as it is a Kingsbury dance the similarity stops there. The dance that
Andra saw us dance at the '85 Marlboro Ale (regrettably without our men, a
mistake we will not make again) is a wonderful dance written by our squire
as a Fieldtown dance. The name of the dance is "Mixed Side". That name
was chosen both because of the fact that the dance reorients the set and to
make a comment on our handicap at that Ale. The dance is presently being
danced (at least this time last year) by Fenstanton Morris from Great Britain
where it is called "Midnight Capers".

- - -:.,I
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I have personally had the honor of seeing two of my own dances
perfonned by other teams. J believe that it was my Sherborne "Bright in
Camp" that was announced by New Haven Morris and Sword as having
come from the convoluted mind of Midnight Capers. This to me is really a
highlight of writing dances. It is wonderful to see my own team dance what
we have written but I feel that it is really a sign of the success of a dance to
have another Learn Lake it up. Midnight Capers is truly blessed LO have
creative talent on the team. Dances have been written by at least four people
and alJ of them are stiU danced with enjoyment today.
I will Lake this opportunity on a totally different topic LO thank bo!h
Mianus River Morris and Three Village Morris for all of their hard work
putting together the Mixed Morris Ale. This year's Ale was truly mixed
with several single sex sides as well as a Rapper team and two teams of
Longsword. The event was expertly planned and a joy to Lake part in. I must
also say that I noticed that over the last few years the quality of dancing has
come up sharply. As far as I am concerned this is one good reason for Leams
to attend a group event like this. One can progress much more rapidJy in the
right direction when one can see what to shoot for. Thank you again to
!hese two teams for arranging the Ale and thank you to New Haven Morris
and Sword for volunteering to Lake on the task next year. This is my plug
for the Ale. It is a great event and I urge as many as possible to return a yes
to the invitation next year!
I understand that the editorship of the AMN is about to pass on and wish
to thank: you personall~ for all of the work that you have put into it. I have
enjoyed our various correspondences over the years.
Sincerely.
Lisa Gineu
Looking Back On Thirteen Years or AMN
by James Brickwedde, Editor AMN
Recently I happened to have at my house all of the early Minnesota
editors and production people for AMN. We talked about those early days of
producing the newsletter and how things have changed. Somewhere in the
laLe winter, early spring of 1980, Fred Breunig, then editor of American
Morris News/elter, wrote to Steve Parker about taking over the editing job.
SLephen talked informally with me about it I encouraged him and told him I
would help him out, a fact he apparenLly forgot, for when we got to the
Marlboro Ale that May he told Fred no because he didn't want to take on the
work alone. SLephen, a few minutes later, Lold my fiance, Laurie Levin of
!he Bells of the North Morris Women, and I what his answer to Fred had
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been. We promptly told him he was crazy, reinformed him that 1 as well as
now Laurie would co-edit the newsletter with him and made him
immediately seek out Fred and say we'd accept That's how the newsletter
came to Minnesota.
One of the hardest things to remember about those early days was where
did we get the typewriters to produce the newsletter on? PC' s weren't
invented yet, IBM Selectric typewriters were only in offices and priced out
of the personal marlcet and the self-correcting button was still a feature of
me future! I would borrow a portable electric from my office. Laurie could
occasionally bring an mM home from school. Steven eventually gol a job
at Control Data E.A.R. and we would traipse out there and use their
typewriters. Sometimes a newsletter was done in more than one typeface
simply because of inconsistent access to equipment
I did a lot of the paste up, picking up the skills as I went. Everything
had to be cUL and pasted to fit pages, Try as we would there was always that
occasional line that looked straight on the paste up but when printed came
out crooked. The newsletter was then sent to the printer. We then hand
collated, stapled, hand addressed, hand stamped and hand delivered the
newsletters to the post office. We had assembly parties, dragging in our
morally conscious (easily persuaded) morris friends to help. Special Ed.
students from Laurie's school district were occasionally utilized. The
subscriptions. everything, was manual.
Technology fmally came to our aid shortly after I returned from a year in
England in 1983. Through a CQntact at an office supply store, I was put in
contact with Del Hampton, who ran a small computer-for-rent service out of
his loft space called 'Borrowed Time', Del was ahead of his time. We would
arrive with our material and for $4.50 an hour type away the newsletter
content. This is where I learned my PC skills. By this time the photocopy
machine as we know it today was easily accessible LO the public and we
could do photo reductions of our copy in order to move from the old 8 1{2 x
11 fonnat to !he booklet fonnat of today. We finally felt the newsletter was
fmancially secure enough to have the printing company collate, stitch and
trim instead of us. That alone saved inordinate amounts of time. But we still
had to hand address and hand stamp.
Del was losing interest in running his service and we remained as long as
we could. Then a teammate, John Cavanaugh, had an NCR PC at home
which I would pick up, bring to my house and produce the newsletter there.
Just as that welcome mat had worn thin, I had finally enough pennies saved
to buy my Mac. When my school installed a laser printer, the physical
quality of the Newsletter reached the standard you still see today.

---,

.
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With each bit of technology the ease of production increased. There are
no real paste ups except for the page orders. Subscriptions are computerized.
No more index cards. No more hand addressing of envelopes. The covers on
allihe five pieces now produced are consistent and professionally designed.
The look of the newsletter, as with its content, has matured. It still needs to
be hand stamped.
Moving to the booklet fonnal caused a need to design a cover. Tim
Dennis of Minnesota Traditional Morris designed the frrsl which was used
only for Volume VII Number 1-4. (For those not "old enough" to
remember, up to 1985, AMN was published four limes a year. Steve
Paik;er's departure precipitated the consolidation into Lhree issues in order La
save time and allow for bigger single issues.) That volume VII was on a
legal size paper fonnat. The size proved awkward and with the new access to
the computer, we switched to the 8 1/2 J( 11 fonnat. Volume vrn Number 1
was a hand done cover while we awaited the arrival Barbara Prentice
O'Rourke's cover designs. Stephen had met her when Minnesora Traditional
Morris tomed New England the summer of 1982 to coincide with some of
Bampton's tour. Barbara volumeered to come up wi!h a new design which
we heanily accepted.
I remember receiving a letter from George tIller somewhere along the
line declaring that he indeed read alilhe newsletters and even saved them all
in chronological order no less so could llherefore start printing the volume,
number and date on the front cover of the newsleuer so that he could have an
easier time filing and retrieving them. That change was made. It was the
inspiration of Morris Mallers, then published by Jenny Joyce and Alan
Whear that led to the introduction of the Table of Cont.ents. Sophistication
abounded.
Part of the material I have received over me years has included rec eiving
many of the posters, business cards and brochures created by morris sides for
their various activities. Beginning with Volume IX jn 1985, I started to
regularly reprint some of this material to show others some of the fine work
that was being created. When it came to do the Volume X celebration issue,
Peter Klasky, of the Binghamton Morris Men, became the obvious choice
to invite to design the cover. His previous posters for the Marlboro Ale had
set a standard. The cover was so successful that the rradition of inviting a
morris dancer/artist to do the summer issue began. A total of eight
individuals from the East and Midwest (sorry no Canadians or West Coast
people YEl) gave create,d works for AMN.
The Annual Directory never had a consistent cover design and with the
advent of the Reprint serjes two years ago, it was time to look for a
consistent design to tie all five pieces together. Lisa Friedlander, a local
Twin C ities art instructor, morris dancer, and graphic ru1ist took on the job
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of creating a new look while maintaining elements of Barbara O'Rourke's
original ideas. Wilh that phase completed, AMN had received !he look, the
organization and the financial stability I had thought out when I took over
as sole editor in 1985. It was time to look towards retirement.
Finding content for the newsletter has been no easy task. The very early
newsletters were predominantly comprised with team news with only the
briefest of articles. I personally have always liked team news (when people
are brief and witty and actually describe events that the side has engaged in).
It is a shame that it has disappeared as much as it has. However, team news
almost did in the newsletter. When I became the sole editor of the newsletter
in 1985, subscriptions were down and the newsletter was nearly bankrupt.
Informal surveying, followed up a few years later by a more formal
surveying of the readership, indicated that dancers weren ' t willing to pay
$4.50 a year to read inside jokes and brownie recipes.
When I met Roger Cartwright for the fJ.rSt time, he was lying on the
floor in Morris Sunderland's front room nursing an injured back. IL was a
remarkable visit for many reasons but one Significant memory was an
exchange that Roger and I had regarding the purpose of the newsletter. I
stated that the newsletter, team news and all, served as a means [0 document
!.he social environment in which morris in North America e xisted. He
strongly disagreed, insisting that only a limited few chose LO submit team
news and most of it was rather self- serving. Only a lopsided view of morris
could be gleaned from its pages. Roger is right but only to a certain extent
The newsletter does offer a window but il'S only Ihat. That conversation,
along with all !.he reading, conversing, researching and dancing I was able to
do that year while living in England helped reshape my thinking about the
newsletter.
The morris community in Norlh America was changing. More full time
rapper, longsword and garland sides were forming. Thus !he series 'O!her
Than Cotswold Morris' was started. In order to get sides to constructively
describe their activities I talked several individuals into writing down their
histories for the 'History of Morris in North America' series. Articles on
May Day celebrations, fooling , hobbies, etc. have all been part of that
documentary purpose. Tony Barrand broached the idea over breakfast at the
Sl. Paul Hotel while he was in town to do the Prairie Home Companion
Show of the newsletter creating a proper reviewed journal on morris.
Although the feasibility of that approach was not realistic, it did spur on the
fledging notion of establishing a network of regional editors to help find
writers of articles for the newsletter and, although it took even more years to
bring it imo existence, the AMN Reprint Series.
Articles came as a direct result of brainstonning ideas among regional
editors, getting on the phone and twisting anns , and nurluring individuals
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who never thought tha1 what they were doing might be of interest to anyone
else. There have been many transatlantic phone calls to help generate
authors for articles. The regional editors also helped to create a balance of
input across the continenL Having the newsletter located in Minnesota has
helped focus on life in the morris west of the Hudson. (I can say this having
been born, raised and schooled east of the Hudson. And, yes, it LOok a
couple of years to fwd out about the Mason-Dixon Morris prank pulled on
us isolated Midwesterners for those who found that humorous ... My point is
made.) Thus articles on Canadian morris, articles from people in the Pacific
Northwest, throughout the Midwest (broadly defwded) and encouraging the
history of morris in California (hopefully LO see print soon?) has been part
of that continuing efforL
I personally have benefited from the constant flow of communication
over the past thirteen years. In 1988 I spun off a new men's morris side here
in the Twin Cities. The concepmal seed of what that side should look like
and dance like was born while dancing for that year in England with the
Hammersmith Morris Men. It was further stimulated by correspondence
from morris dancers here in North America as a result of regular contact
with the newsletter. They may not know of their influence but letters and
telephone conversations with the likes of Ken Smith (then of Mossyback
Morris Men, Seattle), John Mayberry (Toronto F. Morris Men) and Paul
Handford (111ames Valley International) helped to incubate ideas about what I
was lookiog for in a morris side. There were letters exchanged with others,
even lengthy telephone conve{sations with individuals such as Jocelyn
Reynolds, John Dexter, Robb Spivey and Lisa Gineu 00 a host of issues
among which were issues of quality dancing, developing a sense of season,
and his LOry about what we are doing. Roger Cartwright and George Fogg
have sent me innumerable items of morris activity and thoughts to ponder.
That flow of communication has shaped the dancing I do and the ideas I
being to the side as I push them LO higher standards.
I remember commenting at the beginning of my presentation at the
Morris Conference held at BosLOn University back jn 1991 how nice it was
LO fmally meet people whom I had known to that point only as a name on a
mailing label. I actually could tell a10l about certain people's financial
habits, use of the English Janguage and their opinions about the morris,
however, for several of themI bad never met them in person. lcan only
imagine what they thought of me. I think 1 recently had a compliment paid
to me by Jody McGeen of Mayfield Moms at a feast held in their honor here
in Minnesota. She said that after meeting me in person she now had a
completely different opinion of me than what she had based only on the
newsleuer. 1 left the comment at face value and assumed the besl
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I leave the Newsletter in a formaL I wished LO bring it up to before
passing it on. I hope now to have more time to wriLe on the history of
morris in North America now that maintaining the newsletter and generating
new ideas for publication will pass on to others. Thank you for all who
have participated. Thank you for all the small notes on the renewal notices.
They were always read and always appreciated. My thanks to Steve Parker,
Laurie Levin, Lynn Dennis and Kay Schoenwctter for their hours of help in
producing the newsleuer during its Minnesota tenure.
Cheers!

Figure 1
Outgoing AMN editor Jim Brickwedde dan cing last year at the 1992
London Ale (Ontario). Alistair Brown at right playing music for lhe dance.
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Morris Dance and America Prior to 1913
Part n·
By Rhett Krause
*(This copyrighted article is being reprinted with permission by the author and
the editor of Country Dance and Song, a publication of the Country Dance and
Song Society of America.)

advancing, retreating, and striking their clubs together, keeping exact time
to the music; while one, whimsically crowned with a fox's skin, the tail of
which flaunted down to his back, k.ept capering round the skirts of the dance,
and rattling a Christmas-box with many antic gestures.
The squire eyed this fanciful exhibition with great interest and delight, and
gave a full account of its origin, which he traces to the times when Romans
held possession of the island ; plainly proving that Ihis was a lineal
descendant of the sword-dance of the ancients. It was no w, he said, nearly
extinct. but he had accidentally met with traces of it in the neighborhood, and
had encouraged its revival; though to tell the truth, it was apt to be followed
up by rough cudgel-play and broken heads in the evening.'

Introduction

In 1876, MacMillan and Sons republished a segment of the Sketch
Book entitled "Old Christmas" and commissioned illustrations from

Since the publication of my article in the Country Dance and Song 21
(1991), additional information has surfaced which gives a more complete
understanding of the American experience with morris dancing prior to the
arrival of Cecil Sharp in this country, Significant contributions to this
artic1e were made by Fred Fuller who first showed me the Irving quotations,
Bob Bo.rcherding who sent me the Director article, Jim Brickwedde, Vida
Olinick, Dorothy Kosek. and Cicely Joslyn. Their generosity is very much
appreciated,

Randolph Caldecott (1846-1886)/ the English illustrator of children's
books for whom the Caldecott Prize is named. Caldecott's works include a
drawing of the Chrisunas-time morris dance (Figure 1).

J .....

J"':::

Washington Irving's Morris Descriptions
Two. brief descriptions o.f 19th century morris dancing were widely
available in this country, found in the works of Washington Irving. Irving
bad lived in England from 1815 to 1822 and published accounts of visits to.
a fictional Yorkshire country home in the Sketch Book (1819) and
Bracebridge Hall (1822), His accounts describe the mo.rris as an ongoing, if
old fashioned, tradition.
Irving briefly describes a May Day entertainment in which "a band of
morris-dancers were capering on the green in their fantastic dresses, jingling
with their hawk's bells, with a boy dressed up as Maid Marian., and the
attendant fool rattling his box to. collect contributions from the bystanders. ",
DanCing at Christmas is described in more detail:
We bad no.t been long home when the sound of music was heard from a
distance. A band of country lads without coats, their shirt-sleeves tied
with ribbands, their hats decorated with greens, and clubs in their hands,
were seen advancing up the avenue, followed by a large nwnber of
villagers and peasantry. They stopped before the hall door, where music
struck up a peculiar air, and the lads perlormed a curious and iotricale dance,
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Figure 1 Randolph CaJdecou 's depiction of an English morris danc e to
illustrate "Old Christmas " for an edition of Washington Irving 's sketches.

These accolIDts by a popular American author could have influenced 19th
century American's perceptions of morris dancing, The description of the
Christmas dance could matcb our current conceptions of either "Cotswo.ld"
or "Border" morris, although for either one, the Yorkshire location would be
exceptional, It is curious that Irving's fictional squire anticipates by over 80
years Sharp's theory that the morris may have evolved fro.m sword dancing.
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Morris Dancing in New Hampshire: 1898
An 1898 monthly periodical from Portland, Maine mentions a New
Hampshire morris dance! A search of microfilm of the Manchester (New
Hampshire) Union revealed an article describing the Annual May Party of
the Universalist Church in 1898, including the Queen of the May, Jack-O
the-Green, Robin Hood, and Morris Dancers: "The dances throughout were
of a most interesting and entertaining chaIacter. The children looked very
attractive in their gay colored costumes and their work showed the careful
training which they bad received at the bands of Harry E. Wbeeler, wbo
drilled them in their stepS."5
The article gives the impression that this style of M ay Day celebration
was new that year. It probably did not develop into a tradition as there is no
mention of morris in the newspapers of 1899. The choreography and source
of these dances are unknown, and we can only speculate on bow many
similar displays took place elsewhere in this country. Tbe Manchester
Unitarian Church does not have any material on that may Day celebrdlion,
but the names of the instructor and eigbt of the dancers are preserved in the
newspaper account, 6 and it is possible that somewhere in a New Hampshire
album is a photograph of this morris.

Elizabetb Burcbenal and Morris Dancing in New York City
Scbools
Although I identify Josephine Brower's The Morris Book (1910) as the
first American morris book in Part I of this article, I am indebted to Jim
Brickwedde for passing on to me evidence that as early as 1908 morris
dancing was taught in the New York public schools, apparently witb
Sharp's Morris Book and John Graham's Shakespearean Bidford Morris
Dances as sources. In 1909, C. Ward Crampton publisbed instructions and
music for the Headington dance "Laudnum Bunches" in his The Folk
Dance Book, the ftrst such morris description published in this country.
Crampton (1877-1964) was a New York physician who published
extensively on pbysical education issues, including the use of folk dance in
schools.7
E lizabeth Burcbenal (1877-1959) of the New York Public School
Athletic League was an extremely influential educator wbo had a major role
in popularizing folk dance in American public schools in the first half of
this century. She began to teach morris in approximately 1908, although
her ftrSt written description of morris dance does not appear until the 1913
publication of Dances of the People. She was a prolific writer who also
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collected folk dances in Europe, including a 1908 visit to Bampton. I leave
further details on Burchenal and her colleagues to Jim, who is researching
the subject in detail.
This infonnation on morris dances in New York since 1908 helps answer
questions raised in Pan I of this article. The surprise discovery of the dances
may explain Mary Neal's comments upon arriving in New York in 1910
concerning "English peasant dances hitherto taught in America." These
school children and teachers are also probably the audience for whom
s
Josephine Brower' s The Morris Book of 1910 was intended.

More on Florence Warren Brown
I have had the recent good fortune to be able to contact the family of
Florence Warren Brown, the dancing instructor of the E sperance Guild of
Morris Dancers who came to New York with Mary Neal in December 1910
to teach the morris, and settled permanently in this country. Until now, her
dancing in England and America from 1905 to 1911 has been described,9 but
few details were known of her early life and her activities following her
1912 marriage. Her three daughters have been very generous in sharing their
memories with me, and information is only limited in that Florrie rarely
talked about her life in England, and none of her children developed an
interest in morris during their childhood.
Florence Warren was born April 14, 1887, in London, the child of
Thomas Warren and his wife Bridget McCarthy Warren, a native of lreland.
She was apparently orphaned at a young age, and grew up as a poor
Cockney working girl. At some point she caught the auention of
Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, a wealthy social activist whose husband
IO
Frederick was a prominent politician for many years. Warren's daughters
are not cenain whether the Pethick-Lawrences actually [()()k Warren into
their home, but it is clear that they were benefactors who closely oversaw
her upbringing and education who remained Warren's life-long friends.
Warren and Neal had agreed to a three month trip to America, with their
exhibitions 10 begin in New York City and the surrounding area Sometime
that winter, they were invited to New Haven, Connecticut, for a function at
Yale Law School. At the dinner following her performance, Warren sat the
the same table as Arthur Brown, a law student from New Jersey. Brown
was immediately taken by her, and in the following weeks travelled 10 her
performances and, when this was impossible, kept in touch by mail.
Warren and Neal were booked to return to England in March 1911. The
events of the day of their sailing were told by Arthur Brown to his children.
Brown was in New Haven, distracting himself from the apparent end of their
brief relationship wiLh a game of golf. He suddenly made a decision and left

.
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in the middle of his game to take the first train to New York. He arrived at
Warren and Neal's steamship before it had sailed, and asked warren to corne
off the ship, stay in this country, and marry him. She agreed and they were
married in New Jersey on Valentine's Day 1912.
Arthur and Florence Brown lived briefly in Longmeadow , Massachusetts,
and then Berkeley, California, where he look a job with the Zuricb Insurance
Company. Their first child, Cicely Mary (named for Mary Neal) was bam
there. l l Arthur Brown was soon transferred to Chjcago, where they lived the
remainder of their lives,ll and where their other two danghters, Dorothy
Emmeline (named for Emmeline Pethkk-Lawrence),13 and Vidi' were born.
The three daughters remember their mother teaching English folk dance
while Illey were growing Up,H but did not learn the dances Illemselves. To
this day. none of them has seen a morris performance, and they were
surprised al the number of active American teams.
Vida Brown made a career of another style of dance, becoming an
accomplished ballerina with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and other
troupes before joining the New York City Ballet where she served for many
years as Ballet Mistress. working closely with George Balanchine. Her only
recent exposure to morris carne a few years ago in New York City when she
overheard a conversation about morris by two men who were apparently
dancers. She inlroduced herself, and briefly described how her mother had
helped bring the morris to America The dancers, however, had never heard
of Florrie Warren, apparently did nol believe her, and weren't interested.
The Brown sisters have kindly shared with me their mother' s hand
written dance notes, which include instructions for nine morris dances and
thirty two country dances. T hese were clearly written and used in this
country, as they are headed by Florrie' s married name and a Chicago address.
They are significant in that they document the style Warren taught in
America early in this century. One unfortunate omission from the notes is
the Somerset Step Dance which Warren performed in this country and
apparently has disappeared in England before it could be recorded.16 Warren's
daugbters do not recognize the name of the dance, and knowledge of this
dance seems to have died with ber.
As for the authenticity of these dances, Warren may have altered the
dances over her years of teaching. Her original sources, however, are
impeccable, including "traditional" morris dancers from Headingto n,
Abingdon, and limington. Warren's morris dancing notes are reproduced
below (Endnotes have been added to explain unusual terminology used, or
descriptions which differ from those of Sharp).
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F ;gure 2 _ Florrie Warren and Arthur Brown, from their 1911 engagemenJ
announcemenJ. Courtesy of the Vaughan Williams Menwrial Library, Cecil
Sharp HOl/.Se, London.
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The Florence Warren Brown Manuscript l7

Handkerchief dance. Hold handkerchiefs at 4 comers as bunches of flowers.

MORRIS DANCES
In all the Headington dances except "Bean Setting" and ''Rigs of Marlow"
the following movements:
1 Down and back twn, up and back face 18

2 Chain
3 Cross
4 Go and Come!9
5 Back to Back
are always danced with the same steps thus:
Hands
Feel
Hands
Feet

down

up

down

R.L.R.

hop R.

L.R.L.

circ1e
Both hop R.
Swing R. Behind
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circle
down
Both hop L. Together
Swing L. behind

up
HopL.

Music
Down and back hun; up and back face
Box once - half chain22
Box once -.half chain back to place
Whole chain
Box twice
Cross
Box twice
Back to Back
Box twice
All in face as at start No yell.
A

Boxing

up
Jump

I

about position.
1. Always pass R shoulders touching both going to partners place and
returning to own place.
2. Always back to back first R shoulders touching Lhen left.
3. In chain, centers always follow leader no maner which end leader
may be.
Morris dances are always danced by six people. This is called a
side.
In morris dance books, 1 2 3 hop is called a 4(3 or 6/3 step.
R hop. L hop. is called 4/2 aT 6/2 step.
Capering is called 4/1 or 6/1 step.

Both
L

R
LL

Both
R

Both
L

Both
L

R
LL

L

and up

Together

Jump

Both
R

R

BLUE EYED STRANGER23

Back steJio
T he position of the leg when dancing should be held as for walking, knee
neither straight nor bent 2 ! Put fOOL out as Lhough for walking and that is

L

Both
L

Handkerchief dance. Hold a handkerchief in each hand by one comer.
Music

Down and back tum; up and back face .2 4
Dance 1 2 3 hop six times and back step in position.
Chain.
Dance 1 2 3 hop six times, etc.
Cross.
Dance 1 2 3 hop six times, etc.
Back to Back.
Dance 1 2 3 hop six times. All in centre raise left foot and
yell.

...
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CAPERING
Handkerchief dance. Hold handkerchiefs by one corner.
Corner dance. i.e. nos. 1 and 6 dance fIrst, then 2 and 5 copy , the 3 and 4
copy .

Feet
Hands

Music

Feet
R
Hands down

Al
B1

c

A
B

c
A3
B

c

A
B

c

Down and back turn, up and back face partner.
Nos. 1 and 6 kick R foot. Start L (1 2 3 hop three times,
stamp and kick R foot). Nos. 2 and 5 copy. Nos. 3 and 4
copy.26
Nos. 1 and 6 change places, 1 2 3 hop four times and back
step. Pass each other on second step, tum at comers on third
step, meet face to face on fourth step, and still facing dance
back step backwards iOlO place of one with whom you are
dancing. Nos. 2 and 5 copy. Nos. 3 and 4 copy.
Chain
Nos. 1 and 6 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 2 and 5 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 3 and 4 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 1 and 6 cross to own place 1 2 3 hop four times and back
step into position as in Cl ftrst time. Nos. 2 and 5 copy. Nos.
3 and 4 copy. All are now in original places.
Cross.
Nos. 1 and 6 kick R foot start L.
Nos. 2 and 5 kick R foot start L.
Nos. 3 and 4 kick R foot start L.
Nos. 1 and 6 caper (15 times) to opposite places and back step.
Pass about 4 capers, tum about 8, meet on 15 and back step.
In capering you jump with left feet together on 4, 8, 12, 15.
Nos. 2 and 5 copy. Nos. 3 and 4 copy.
Back to Back.
Nos. 1 and 6 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 2 and 5 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 3 and 4 kick L foot start R.
Nos. 1 and 6 caper to places (as in C3 fIrst time).
Nos. 2 and 5 caper to places.
Nos. 3 and 4 caper to places.
And when nos. 3 and 4 have reached the 15th caper, instead of
doing back step, all join in and dance towards centre 4 capers
.and a yell, left foot up in centre and hands raised.

L
R
down up
L
up

R
Jump
circle circle

R
L
down up

Jump
R
circle circle

Jump
R
circle circle

R
L
down up

Jump with quick
circle (cbange to L
foot)

RIGS OF MARLOW - stick dance27
Step throughout L bop R hop except when dancing stick movement Hold
sticks in middle, palm up when using them at other times hold them down
at R side. To start, hold them at right angles.
Music
A

B
A
B
A
B
A

B

Hop forward fom steps, back four steps (facing forward) tap twice
(start L foot).
Repeat
Stick movement
Chain.
Stick Movement.
Cross.
Stick movement
Back to back.
Stick movement. All in face as at start, sticks in same position.

STICK MOVEMENT28

**

Gent
123 4
Feel for all L L L L
Second time R R R R

**

Lady 1 2 3 4
RRRR
LL LL

** ** **

Gent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
LL L LRLRL
RRR RLRLR
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MORRIS

9

BEAN SEITING
Step: R hop L throughout dance.
Hold sticks as in Rigs of Marlow, but for position G places his stick on top
of L , both being held parallel to the ground.}O
MUSIC
A
B
A

B
A

B

Circle (2 follows 4) (4 follows 6) (6 follows 5) (5 follows 3)
(3 follows 1) (1 follows 2).
Dibbing.
Cross.
Dibbing.
Back LO Back.
Dibbing. All in face as at start.

FAST MORRIS DANCE
PRINCESS ROYA.el
This dance comes fromBerkshire3Z so rules for Oxford do not apply to Ihls.
Step: Polka througbout with back leg well raised.
A jump onto R foot is always made to own R corner, no matter which
direction dancer is facing at end of every eighL bars.
Music
1-8 bars

Forward three steps.
Back three steps
Face partner one step - jump to R corner.
Dance eight bars facing partner.
9-16
Side step: four step L
four steps R
two steps L
two steps R
Claps hands twice.
Bow offering R hand.
Clap hands twice.
Bow offering R .hand.
Leaders and ends change places, leaders passing in between ends.
Repeat side steps.
Leaders and ends walk to own places.
Dance eight bars facing partner.
Dance eight bars while fonning a circle. On last bar, aU jump into centre on
both feet. fling up hands and yell.

23
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Tune: "Hey Diddle Dis" - Morris Dance Tunes by Cecil Sharp. Part Ill, or
"The Girl I Left Behind Me" - Esperance Book'Part 1.
All carry a handkerchief in each band
All dance onto stage 1 2 3 hop, 1 2 3 hop to position as arranged.
Having reached it, each dances in position until all are in place. The leader
then call All In, and at finish of next eight bars, all back step, throw up
hands and yell, without moving from position.
If one dance only is to be given, and that a stick dance, dancers should
enter carrying a handkerchief in each hand and the stick in right hand. Morris
On as before, and after yell, PUL handkerchiefs away and start dance with
sticks.
MORRIS OFP'

Tune: JosephineBrower's book.}S
After last item on programme, all faU into ODe straigbt line, dancing 1
2 3 drop heel (start on R foot drop R heel). Effect should be sort of jog
trot. Dance round stage once and then off. When passing before audience for
last time, wave hand nearest audience. A ri2ht about tum is made after every
six steps, that is 1 2 3 drop six times. tum 1 2 3 drop 1 2 3 drop and so
on until all are off stage.

SHEPHERD'S HEY (Headington)}6
Stick and hand clapping dance.}7
Tune: Josephine Brower's book.
Step: 1 2 3 hop. etc.
All girls bold sticks upright in fists and knock them together at end of
each chain. etc. Boys clap bands at same time.
Music
A
B

A
B
A
B

Down and back tum
Up and back face.
Knock sticks six times. Dance 1 23 bop. 1 23 jump. Repeal
Boys clap knees.
Chain.
Knock sticks as before.
Boys clap chesL
Go and come. First to own R, then to L.
Sticks as before.
Boys clap cheek.

.
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Back to Back.
Sticks as before.
Boys clap heads.
Go and come.
Face as at start and dance eight bars facing. audience double quick
time. Throw up both hands and yell.

------_._,---_.._---,
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, Washing ton Irving. BracebrUlge Hall, Tarrytown, New York: Sleepy Hollow
Restoration, 1978. P. 226 .
2 Washington Irv ing . Old Christmas. London: MacMillan and Company, 1876.
P. Ill.
3 Henry Blackburn. Rcuu10lph Caldecott: A Personal Memoir of His Early Career.
London: Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle, and R ivington, 1886.
• Melvin Ballou Gilbert, ed. The Director.May 1898. P. 189.
5 Manchester Union Manchester. New Hampshire. May 3, 1898.
6 Bernice Barnard, Harold K. Parker. Hartie L. McIntire, Percy Dunbar, Ethel
Welch, Frank D. Love. Laurette B. McKenzie. Charles F. Jackson.
7 John Graham. Shakespearean BUlford Morris Dances (London: Curwen, 1907).
Charles Wad Crampton. The Folk Dance Book fo r Elementary Schools, Class
Room, Playground, and Gymnasium (New York: A.S. Barnes, 1909).
8 The information about Elizabeth Burchenal, including the 1908 Bampton trip,
is from a personal communication with Jim B rickwedde. Elizabeth Burchenal,
Dances of the People (New York: G. Schirmer Inc., 1913).
9 Rhett Krause, "Morris Dancing and America Prior to 1913," Country Dance
and Song 21 (1991). Roy Judge, "Mary Neal and the Esperance Morris", Folk
Music Journal (November 5, 1989). Roy Dommet£, " How Did You Think It Was?"
Morris Matters 3 (1 980): 4-9. Frank Kidson and Mary Neal, English Folk Song
and Dance, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1915.
'0 Emmeline Pethick Lawrence's autobiography is My Part in a Changing
World. London: Victor Gollancz. Ltd.• 1939.
" Now Mrs . A. Everett Joslyn of Oak Park, Illinois.
'2 Florence Warren Brown died cktober 6. 1944 at her River Forest. Illinois,
home; Ar thur Brown (1875- 1963).
13 Now Mrs. Walter Kosek of Lynwood, I\1inois.
,. Now Mrs. Stanley L. Dlinick of Washington, D.C.
15 More of her time was spent playing golf. at which she was a local champion.
Florrie and Arthur Warren were also tournament bridge players.
'6 Roy Dommett. Personal communication.

I have infrequently added punctuation. spelled out an abbreviation, etc., to
clarify what I believe is the meaning of the text
17
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Figure 3 Dancers from Florrie Warren' s morris team taken between 12111110
and 3/4/11. Courtesy of the New York P ublic Library Performing Arts Center,
Lincoln Center .
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II This is the equivalent of "foot up" followed by "foot down" in the terminology
commonly used today. The initial direction "down" comes Warren's convention
of dance notation in which the dancers begin facing the audience, which is
considered the "down" side. This is the opposite of Sharp, but the same as
Josephine Brower. in Mary Neal's The Esp/rance Morris Book. Part l/ (London:
J. Curwen and Sons, Ltd., (912), this position is noted as:

601

5"

2~

1 j.

46

3.J.

Audience
I am grateful to Brad Sayler for pointing out that this probably comes from the
theatrical convention of "downstage" being tow ards the audience.
19 This is apparently a mistake, as the figure "Go and Come" is not from the
Headington tradition.
20 This is somewhat different than the description of the Headington back step in
The Esperance Morris Book (by Mary Neal:London. J. Curwen and Sons, Ltd.,
1910) and The Esperance Morris Book. Part II, which is a follows :
Swing the right foot behind and alight on both feet.
Hop on the back foot and take the front one away to the side.
Swing that foot behind and alight on both feel.
Hop on the back foot and take the front one away.

In the manuscript, it seems that the rigbt foot is meant to be swung behind on
the second beat, rather than the first.
21 ''The unemployed leg should, in general. be straight but not stiffened. The
effect should be one of naturalness and ease." Neal, Esperance. Part II, p. 3.
22 "Box" is described in The Esperance Morris Book as "hand clapping."
23 The choreography of "The Blue Eyed Stranger" has been a source of confusion.
With the dance-in-place chorus, Warren is actually describing the dance known to
most American dancers as "The Twenty Ninth of May." In The Esperanee Morris
Book. Part II, she had described ''The Blue Eyed Stranger" as a side step and half
hey dance. Sharp (The Morris Book, Part I. London:Novelio and CO,m Ltd.)
described the dance-in-place version in his 1907 frrsl edition, and in his 1910
second edition wrote that either version was correctly known as "The Blue Eyed
Stranger." According to Lionel Bacon (A Handb ook of Morris Dances. N.p.: The
Morris Ring, 1974, p. 184). Sharp later admitted that this was a mistake, and the
dance-in-place versions should be known as The Twenty Ninth of May. Bacon
also writes that despite the acknowledgement of this error, "the dances are now
reversed by the Headington Quarry Men and most clu bs."
24 This beginning fi gure is called "Shake Up" in Neal, Esperance, Part II.
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Warren's description of "Tl1lllkles" differs from Sharp's in two major ways . She
omits two figures noted by Sharp (the ones followed by the side step corner
crossing). Also, the foot work in her "Trunkles" whole capers (R L R Together)
differs from Sharp's (L R Together R) and is identical to the footwork in Sharp's
"Laudnum Bunches" corner-crossing capers. Warren's "Laudnum Bunches" capers
(Neal, Esperance. Part II) are distinct from anything that I have ever seen danced
(Together Together R L).
:Ie Warren's description of kicking with the foot opposite to the one that starts
the challenge contrasts to her description in Esperance. Part II, in wIDch the
starting foot is also used for the kick. The manuscript version is in accordance
with Sharp.
'ZI Referred to as "Rakes of Mallow" in Esperance (Part I).
28 As in country dancing, "Gent" refers to the odd side, and "Lady" to the even
side. The asterisk signifies on wIDch beat each strike occurs. Additional
instructions (not provided in the manuscript) are required to show where each
stick is struck. These more detailed descriptions may be fo und in Esperance.
Part I. The Morris Book, Part I, and in Bacon's Handbook. Tbe sticking
described in all three of these sources is identical.
29 Sharp and Bacon have a fourth figure (whole hey) in their versions.

2S

"G" presumably for Gent, "L" for Lady.
Warren' s dance is significantly different than Sharp's (I'1u! Morris Book. Part
Ill; also found in Bacon's Handbook). Sharp' s version is twice as long,
including the figures Side by Side and Back to Back, eacb followed by the chorus
of side stepping (or "slipping"), clapping, and hey. Also, Warren and Sharp
differ on the hand clapping, the bow, and the hand movements following hand
clapping.
32 Specifically, it is from Abingdon. Due to 1974 border changes, Abingdon is
now part of Oxfordshire.
33 Probably from Abingdon.
MFrom Bidfo~ .
35 Brower. The Morris Dances.
3e Although Warren describes this as a Headington dance, this is almost certainly
from Bidford.
37 This progression of hand clapping (knee, chest, cheek, bead) does not appear
in either Esperance Part I or Sharp's Morris Book.
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The PINEWOODS MORRIS MEN Go To England,
I Mean Really, Yes We Did. Honest.
by Shag Graetz,
belp from Rick Conant and Steve Rod erick

I guess if you plan enough trips to England. eventually it'll happen. A
few years ago, the Bedford Morris Men invited Pinewoods to come celebrate
their (Bedford's) sixtieth anniversary at a Morris Ring meeting in July,
1992. Naturally, we accepted That was the easy part.
September, ]991: What? We actually have to make plans? Yup---things
like airline tickets. rental cars, places to stay, teams to dance with (I called
England so often the phone company offered me discount rates), ob yes, and
enough guys to make a team ourselves. Somewbat to our surprise, we got it
together, and on Thursday, July 9, 1992, a dozen Pinewoods men and a few
companions left for England (others wouJd follow in a day or two).
Groggy and jet-lagged, we spent Friday in London. rounding up our
rental van and car, finding our respective accommodations for the night, and
gathering at a Bayswater pub for our first pints on British soil. After supper
and more pints, we staggered off to sleep away the missing hours.
Saturday morning was very English: overcast and threatening. We were
due at Ross-on-Wye in Herefordshire to dance with the Thames Valley
Morris Men around 1 PM, so we quickly rounded everyone up, and got
under way just as it began to rain. The first task was to gel to the M4
(Motorway-like an Interstate) west out of town. With Ed Durham driving
the van and me navigating, we went up a bill, down to the rigbt, and worked
our way round to the A40 Oyover (elevated highway); a great cbeer was
heard as we roared up the ramp and away to the west. Tbe cheer lasted
almost as long as the Oyovec, which dllUlped llS back on the street in about
ten seconds.
"This looks familiar", says 1.
"We're back where we started,", says Ed.
"That wasn't supposed to happen, " says I.
"We want a new navigator!" says some smartass in the back.
"All right," says I, "this time we'll turn left at the top of the bill,
and go througb town, OK?"
"OK."
So anyway. Once out of London it just kept gelting better, the rain not
withstanding. At Swindon we got off the Motorway and headed northwest
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through countryside getting more and more English by the mile. (We, of
course, were getting more and more behind schedule.) On we went, aroood
Cirencester and Gloucester, and past the village of Birdlip, whose name so
bemused Robin Kynoch that it became a kind of mantra for the rest of the
tour. ("Wbere should we have lunch?" "Birdlip!")
By the time we reacbed Ross it was raining hard The dance pitch was a
pub on the riverbank, the Hope and Anchor. A pleasant spot, where we
managed one or two dances in between downpours. At least it wasn't chilly.
After loocb and a couple of pints of real aIe (which, happily, is everywhere
these days), we drove to Ledbury, a pretty little market town not far from
wbat used to be the border between Herefordsbire and Worcestersbire (they're
all one county at the moment). The sun was just starting to break through
as we arrived in the High Street We were to dance ooder the 17th-<:entury
timbered Market Hall, which like many such is raised on columns to
provide a sheltered marketplace oodemeath.
Saturday is one of the market days in Ledbury, so we wandered round
seeing the sigbts while the vendors took down their stalls. Then we danced
for a smaIl crowd on the uneven cobblestones. The dancing done. we were
conducted to the nigbt's lodging, a couple of large tents in a farm field near
Fownbope, next to a Wye-side cottage owned by TVMM dancer Siward
Glaister and his wife Jen. Though the cottage bas no electricity or running
water. everyone was so cbarmed by it that all the couples managed to
squeeze in for the night, leaving a few of us single guys to camp out in the
tents. (l found an old cot and slept in the toolsbed).
Once we were settled, we all went off up the bill to the Butcher's Anus
in Woolhope. This is a really old pub, timbered with ceilings too low for
anyone over, say, 5'8". We danced on a patio out back, where, according to
my journal, "in 'Queen's Delight' I had a small epiphany, looking out over
the countryside and thinking, Tm really bere, dancing in England. with my
own tearnt'" It does that to you.
In the morning our hosts laid on a stupendous English breakfast:
eggs,bacon, tea, toast, the works. Then it was on to our next stop, Lechlade
in Gloucestershil'e, on the banks of the Thames at the edge of the Cotswold
Hills. Here we found our next hosts, the Swindon Morris Men. already
dancing in the riverside garden of a storybook pub called The Trout A
pleasant afternoon with a good audience, good food, and good beer.
We expected to ammge our own accommodal:ions for the night, as the
Swindon bagman had said they'd be unable to provide any. But Brenda
Fisher, wife of Swindon Squire Stuart, would have none of it, so while we
all relaxed at the Fisher home over afternoon tea, she was phoning round
finding beds for everyone. I mean, these people are marvelous.
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Monday, 13 July: the rain held off through the morning, as we headed for
the heart of the Cots wolds to Bledington and Oddington, source of our
principal dance repertoire. We found lunch at the King's Head (recommended)
in Bledington. where we danced "William and Nancy" in the forecourt. Then
we dispersed, some to walk to Oddington, others to drive round and see the
sights. Soon it started to sprinkle, and by tbe time we all met in Oddington
it was pouring rain, which continued all the way to Oxford.
We were to dance wilh Mason's Apron. a women's team based in Oxford,
in the Jericho section of Ihe city (that should sound familiar to '''Inspector
Morse" fans). It's a downscale, working-class area. with a pub on every
comer. We didn't get a lot of dancing in. mostly because of the rain. but we
had good beer and pub grub, some of us learned how to play bar billiards,
and our old friend Jan Elliott (ex-Ha'penny) turned up; she's recently moved
to England with Tlffi Radford. And it was booze-up and breakfast, Ihe third
day.
Tuesday was bright and smmy. Our next stop, Moulton, was less than an
.bour away, so we took time out in Oxford to be tourists and to run errands.
(Warning: laundromats in England are hideously expensive!) Then it was on
to Northampton, stopping only for a spot of tea at Brackley.
Moulton is a small suburb on the northeast edge of Northampton. It's
been home to the Moulton Morris Men for the past 20 years or so, and is
still run by its founder. Barry Care. Barry was out to greet us even before we
came to a stop in front of Roory Hill Cottage, the lovely 15th-century guest
house he and his wife Molly operate. (The companioned Pinewoods men got
to stay bere; we single guys were distributed amongst the populace or slept
in the Cares' caravan ont back.)
After a magnificent supper, we set off on a walking tour of the village
in the English summer-evening sunshine, ending at the Artichoke for a long
wind-down with a generous buffet, singing, some peculiar dancing, and lots
of good beer.
The next day we were all back at Rooty Hill for breakfast, and an
impromptu recital by Barry's son Simon, a sensational melodeon player. Ed
Durham was so impressed that he bought a new DiDo Baffetti instrument
from Simon on the spot
We had the whole day to get to Bedford, so 1 decided to reassemble my
bicycle (it had been riding on top of the van in a shipping box since we
arrived) and take a shakedown ride to see how my new touring rig bandied on
English roads. The van left, and I tagged along to various sightseeing spots
as recommended by Molly Care. Eventually we converged on the Railway
Anns in Ridgmont, where we met our hosts for the rest of the week, the
Bedford Morris Men.
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The pub is. naturally, next to a railway; picturesque Ridgmont station is
just across the road. Dancing was in the pub garden; not bad, but not much
of a crowd. Most of our lot were somewhat disappointed with the venue, as
it was on a busy road jnst off the motorway, and wasn't terribly Englyshe
(i.e., quaint).
At closing, we were taken or directed to our various homes for the nigbt
For me, it was the last dance; by morning (Thursday), I'd was in Ihe grip of
a brutal cold that dido'tiel go. While the rest of the team got organized and
drove back to Brackley for some dancing wilh Ihe local side, I stayed in and
was miserable. Tbe rest of the story is taken mostly from Steve Roderick's
and Rick Conant's notes.
The Bracldey team is a "revival" side, having sprung up in one of the
villages (town, in Ihis case) from wbich Sharp originally recovered dances.
Steve writes: "they...asked that we do 'Jockey LO the Fair', so they can see
'how it used to be done'''. After two longisb SLOpS in Bracldey, the teams
went to Hinton-in-the-Hedges to continue dancing till after sundown, with
"lots of fine ale and laughter."
For the heallhy. Friday was for sightseeing at Cambridge. The Ring
meeting festivities began in the evening, at the Daubeney Middle School in
Bedford, where the visiting dancers were to be pot up on cots in the
classrooms.
Steve: "Registration includes a free ale for each of us, but before we can
drink we must go off to the local shopping center to dance with the Bedford
Men; the US boys and the host team are being asked to kick off the event.
[Then] back to the school [where] we dance and dI:ink informally late into
the night."
At a Ring Meeting, Saturday is for touring the countryside. The host
team provides coaches (country buses) for everyone. Pinewoods toured wilh
Rumford and with Long, Green Men. Long Man come from Eastboume in
East Sussex, and take their name from a nearby chalk carving. Green Man,
of comse, are Ihe keepers of the Lichfield canoo. The Ring program doesn't
say much about Rmnford, and no one I talked to seems 10 remember Ihem.
The only evidence they were there at all are a few tantalizing glimpses in
Steve Roderick's videos. (Steve and his camcorder were our official trip
historianS.)
After dancing in the Bedford Town Centre, a busy commercial area wilh a
large pedeslrianized section, the tour went to the Polbill Arms in Renbold,
where Pinewoods were joined by Nibs Matthews, frumer director of the
English Folk Dance and Song Society. Nibs is directly responsible for the
existence of the Pinewoods Morris Men (and indirectly for the whole
American Morris explosion), but that's another story.

..
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Steve: "Long Man bas a visiting Aussie. They do a dance to [the tune]
We're bOlmd for South Australia', 10 which be plays the digeridoo. Wild!"
The noontime stop was at the cricket club ("the most level danciogpitch
I've ever seen") in Ickwell, home of the last remaining permanent maypole
in BedfordsbiIe, according to the tour notes. "We dance, have a team picture
taken. then proceed to the town Maypole, wbere I record the bistory of
maypoling in Ickwen".
"Man, are we hlIDgryl Off to the l.treene King brewery for dancing and a
lunch stop. Lunch is grand, the beer better. Next stop is the Shuttleworth
Air Museum, where we The last stop was the Shuttleworth Air Museum,
where the teams were treated to an exhibition of virtuoso aerobatic flying by
a WW2 Spitfire. It is now late in the afternoon, and the day is beginning to
wear on all of us. We have one more SlOp for massed dancing in Bedford
before the feasL What a day! "
A Ring Meeting feast is a heavily ritualized affair. The only women
allowed are those who serve the food and drink. 'There are toasts ("Loyal",
i.e., to the queen; to Cecil Sharp; to the hosts; to visiting dignitaries and
VIPs, and like that), speeches, a prescribed order of events, then a general
falling apart into drinking and singing. By several accounts, the Bedford
affair was uncharacteristically dull, spiced only by some bmnor in dubious
taste (even for Morris Men) from the host side. Then it was Pinewoods'
turn. The fonowing is translated from Rick Conant's notes.
Jumping on chairs, Joe Kynoch and Mike Chase started their harangue.
"On your feet! Yes, we actually want you to stand up! 'That's it, up!" The
wary but accommodating Brits rose, and suddenly it was Family Week at
Pinewoods, only with a glot of mildly-to-utterly sloshed Morris wonks
instead of real children, and everyone-Nibs, the Squire of the Ring, the
Mayor, the Vicar·--going "thumbs up! knees together! elbows in! butts out!
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Team News
BIlle HerOD Morris, Portland, OR
Blue Heron Monis is rapidly approaching our first year anniversary. It's
been a challenging year - with three new babies joining our entourage. (It is,
after all, a fertility rite.) What used to be a musician shortage bas been
overcome sometimes we practice with four musicians - the occasional
glitches are well worth the energy they give to the dance.
We owe a lot to Dave Macemon, of Baltimorris, who gave us focus
when our foreman was "otherly abled" by pregnant brain syndrome. We
enjoy his monthly guest appearance and hope to travel east for the
Halloween Ale.
Gene Trowbridge

SIIINGIN' IN THE RAIN ... "
This went on for ten minutes. After that, the evening ended quickly
("nothing could follow that act!"), and everyone went home to sleep it off.

Sunday at a Ring Meeting is also ritnalized. There is the procession to
the local cburch, a service complete witb dancing by selected teams and the
blessing of the teams' staffs of office (Rick: "we failed to get that message,
and our 'barber poJe' was baCk in the States"), and a final gathering at a
nearby open space (in Bedford it was a local playingfieJd), beer and lunch. I
managed 10 scrape enough of myself IOgether to do one dance with the team,
meet some old friends, and freeload the lunch. 'Then it was time for us to
tum into lOurists and travelers and ride off in all directions.
Which we did.

A Final Note
Thank you for thirteen years of pleasure reading your notes, comments,
inquiries and ideas. I've bad fun! Keep dancing.

Jim Brickwedde,
co-editor 1980-1985
editor 1983-1993
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